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Making yourself relevant is the best thing you would ever do to yourself as a human. In the human race today, when you are someone who dose not make impact on anything, nobody will rate you. Your respect is determine by how limited your visibility is to people that’s what this principle says in VOL 1 of this write up. Visibility is good but not always because at some point you must be scare for you to be valued.

How can I be scarce and be relevant? See the points below:

i. Take out a day in a week to do something good hiddenly

ii. Skip breakfast at least once a week at home especially during work days.

iii. Be available to your friends only when it is important

iv. When going out for fun, go with a close one

v. Always keep yourself prepared to give good first impression when you meet someone new.

vi. Do not have a specific fun catching location have at least five